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SALES PROCESS 
 

The steps of the sales process are: 

 Professional Meet & Greet 

 Counsel & Discovery 

 Vehicle Selection 

 Presentation 

 Closing 

 Delivery 
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Professional Meet & Greet  

 

 

 

The objective is to Make Connection and create a 

comfortable atmosphere. You should spend more time 

here than on any other step. Do not rush to the test 

drive. If you’ve not made connection, no amount of 

feature-spewing or product demonstrating will 

overcome to close a deal. People like to buy things but 

they won’t buy when they are uncomfortable. This step 

gets you both comfortable and provides the 

information you need to match a product to your 

customer’s desires. 
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Unfortunately, some customers have some defenses 

built up so we have our work cut out for us. Have you 

ever had someone tell you “I’m just looking”, or “I’m just 

checking out the new models”, or some other negative 

response? Of course you have. We have all heard it 

and even said it ourselves. 

The first thing to remember is not to use the tried and 

failing phrase: “May I help you?” 

Instead, think about making a non-offensive approach 

and using a more engaging statement or question. Try 

this: 

If you are approaching someone on the lot (non-

appointment), actually walk past them. Go towards 

another vehicle and write down a number or check a 

sticker or some other action. The customer will let down 

their guard if they see you are busy with other things 

besides them. As you pass them you may nod your 

head or say “Hello” but keep moving.  

Next, turn around and approach them and use an 

opening line that has nothing to do with business.  
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Ask an open question like: 

 “How’s the traffic out there?” or  

 “What do you think of those storm clouds over 

there?”  

Use clues from their appearance to introduce topics 

they can respond to: 

 Talk about a sports team if they are wearing a 

logo sweatshirt 

 Current events in your town (as long as it is not 

controversial) 

 Upcoming holiday 

Think about this beforehand and practice some 

opening lines so that you sound natural and sincere.  
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After a few questions and statements back and forth, 

set the stage for your service. Here’s a technique from 

a very successful sales guy. He’s been at it awhile, 

always sets the stage this way: 

 After meeting a customer and making 

introductions, say, “Before we do anything 

else, I want you do know that my goal today 

is you are Complete Satisfied with me and 

your visit to our dealership. Nothing else will 

do. You see, my business depends on referrals. 

If you are not coming back to see me, if this 

isn’t the best experience you’ve ever had 

buying a car, then there’s really no point in 

doing it at all. I’ll work really hard to make sure 

you are Complete Satisfied. I will check with 

you later to see how I did. Is that okay?” 

What is he doing? What do you think the point is of setting 

the stage that way? Why do you think he has been so 

successful for so long? 
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Your statements and questions must connect with the 

customer so you gather a genuine response. Think 

about these rules as you create your own opening line: 

 Has nothing to do with business (maybe 

traffic, school represented by a shirt they are 

wearing, current event, holiday, compliment) 

 Is an OPEN question 

 Is sincere and even different enough to start a 

conversation 

Try your hand at an opening line that meets these 

criteria: 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t assume that small talk is of little importance; 

making small talk is how you Make Connection and 

connect with common ground. This is essential to you 

continuing the conversation. If you cannot connect 

and create a conversation, you will have no 

opportunity to get to the next step, let alone final 

vehicle delivery.  
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What if a customer wants to skip the small talk and 

goes straight to price? If you quote a price 

immediately, you’ll have 2 obstacles: 

 You haven’t removed their resistance 

 You know nothing about why they are 

shopping 

Try your hand at a response that keeps them talking 

while removing those obstacles: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here’s an example that you could adapt for yourself: 

“Let me get that information for you. Do you want it in 

red? Will you want navigation? How about chrome 

wheels? Okay, let me make sure I understand exactly 

what you’re looking for so I can get you the best 

price…” 
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Make sure you always have some 

way to take notes and gather their 

specific wants and needs for the 

vehicle (color, navigation, wheels, 

actual inventory, etc.) The more they 

talk, the more comfortable they will 

become.  

Remind yourself that you are gathering information so 

you can serve them best. You certainly can’t gather 

information if you don’t have a pad of paper or card 

and pen in your pocket.  

Use your two ears double the amount of time that you 

use your mouth. Asking powerful questions and 

providing your customer the chance to tell their story 

automatically differentiates you from every other car 

sales person. 

After gathering their needs, your final question is: “While 

I go get that, what would you like to drink?” It doesn’t 

matter what you have to offer, but that you set the 

tone for a comfortable, relaxed and enjoyable 

shopping experience. 
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For those customers who don’t skip straight to price and 

who want to physically look, you’ll still want to 

demonstrate your ability to listen, to note their desires, 

to show them that they made the right choice visiting 

us. Creating a dialogue quickly and smoothly puts your 

customers and you at ease so that they don’t feel like 

they are being controlled. 

Here are some examples of questions you can ask to 

create small talk: 

 “What motivated you to come to our 

dealership?” 

 “Have you ever owned a GM before?” 

 “Where is your favorite place to vacation?” 

 “Why do you want to replace your car?” 
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Throughout your process, you should continually 

differentiate yourself and your dealership. Start early to 

point out your special features and re-emphasize each 

step of the way. 

This is your chance to set your dealership apart from 

other dealerships. “What is that?” you are probably 

saying to yourself. It may sound daunting, but it isn’t at 

all. It’s your chance to build on those unique desires 

you’ve uncovered about your customer.  

Your entire exchange with the customer does this, and 

you may change up the sequence of events as you 

customize your approach for each customer. Use the 

information in this section to verify that you cover it all 

and differentiate your dealership. 

Brian Tracy said “sales is transferring enthusiasm from 

one person to another.” Remember to constantly work 

at maintaining and increasing the enthusiasm of your 

customer. Show them that they picked the right place 

to do business.  
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Here’s what you’ll accomplish: 

 Establish value beyond the vehicle and the 

salesperson 

 Increase the customer’s comfort and 

familiarity with the facility 

 Introduce the customer to your colleagues 

If you customize your approach to each individual 

customer, you will successfully create an experience. 

Creating an experience with each customer is what is 

important. Nobody buys data. Not in regard to a vehicle, 

not in regard to anything. Emotion makes us buy. Now that 

doesn’t mean we have to feel the most extreme emotions, 

but it does mean we have to feel. We have to feel positive 

and comfortable. It’s similar to how you treat a party guest 

in your home. You take their coat, offer them refreshment, 

show them the restrooms, give a tour of a newly remodeled 

TV room, or introduce them to family pets. 

A quick dealership tour will help you to satisfy so many of our 

differentiation objectives that it is by far the best way to 

proceed. Again, if you’ve already made some of these 

points, simply omit and move on. 

As you are talking with your customer, find out if they have 

shopped with us before and to what extent. The answers to 

those questions will determine what you do next. 
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If they have not shopped with us before, then ask if you can 

show them a few things. 

Show them your: 

 Restrooms 

 every person visiting your facility will use 

the restrooms; showing them the location 

is a courtesy that they will appreciate 

 Lounge, child’s play area, and refreshments 

 this provides you another opportunity to 

offer a beverage or treat 

 Sales Manager 

 wave a friendly hello and introduce your 

customers if the manager is available. 

The manager should thank the customers 

for shopping with us and offer additional 

assistance while they are here 

 Service drive and consultants 

 highlight the benefits of your service drive 

such as vehicle pick up/delivery, loaner 

cars, shuttle service, extended hours, 

technician expertise, etc. 

 Dealership’s history, awards, staff pictures 

 use photo walls of your dealership history, 

longevity of employees, or awards to 

brag about your dealership’s personality 
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Point out the features that make you a great place to do 

business. Here is a list of possibilities to get you started: 

 Do you plant a tree for every car sold? 

 Do you have a customer loyalty club? 

 What after-sale perks do you offer? 

 Do you award a gift or service for referrals? 

 Do you give your buyers free oil changes or 

tires for life? 

 Do you donate a portion of your sales to your 

local food bank? 

 Do you sponsor a local ball team? 

 Are you a distribution point for Girl Scout 

cookies or Operation Holiday, etc.? 

 Do you wash every service vehicle regardless 

of the ticket amount? 

 Do you have a mobile app that provides 

specials just for customers who download it? 

 Do you have a Ladies Day? 

 Do you offer New Owner Clinics? 

Now is the time to beat your chest and brag on what a 

great organization you are. People want to be part of the 

cool clique. Help them to see that you are just that. 
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If they have shopped with us before, you can give them an 

even quicker tour as outlined previously, but now find out if 

they have had service done, or how long ago they 

shopped. If it has been some time since they were in, a 

refresher is appropriate (especially if you have had any 

remodeling or reorganizing done). 

If they shop us frequently enough that a tour is not 

necessary, you can shorten this up with just a few employee 

introductions. Mentioning to a service consultant that Ms. 

Smith is shopping to replace her Impala will be an 

opportunity for her to envision driving her new vehicle into 

the service lane. 

Variations on any of the above are powerful “ownership” 

generators of emotions in the customer. This can take as 

little as 2 minutes or up to 15 minutes depending on your 

customer’s familiarity with the dealership 


